FAQs
on
Nurse Registration and Tracking System (NRTS)
Q1 What is NUID?
Ans. NUID is a Nurse Unique Identity Number which is verifiable and identifiable across the
country.
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Q2 Is Enrolment under NRTS a registration?
Ans. The enrolment under NRTS is neither license nor registration given by INC. INC is only
facilitating the State Nursing Registration Councils (SNRCs) to come on to single integrated
portal to achieve Live Register of Nurses. INC does not give license to a nurse to practice.
It is responsibility of SNRCs.
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Q3 Whether the present system of registration under State Nursing Registeration Councils
is different from NRTS.
Ans. No, the registration process under NRTS is the same as the present registration process done
in SNRCs. The only difference is present practice being done in the SNRC’s will be migrated
to NRTS. But the registration shall be done by SNRCs only and not by INC. It is legal role of
SNRCs to register and give license to Nurses to practice in the state. So, RN/ RM, number
from SNRCs is the legal license to practice. In addition to RN/RM numbers each nurse who
registers/also gets NUID automatically in NRTS.
Q4 Is enrolment under NRTS legal License to practice?
Ans. No
Q5 Is there is any change in the Renewal of License?
Ans. No, the renewal license shall be done by the respective State Nursing Registration Councils
as is being done presently. Renewal of license also is the responsibility of respective State
Nursing Registration Council and not with INC.
Q6 Who will be doing Foreign Degree Nurse Verification?
Ans. Foreign Nursing Education Registration shall be done only by respective State Nursing
Registration Councils on receipt of Equivalency granted by INC.
Q7 Is NUID linked with employment in government/ private sector?
Ans. The Aim of NUID is only to have a Live Active Register of Nurses. It is not linked with
employment in government or private sector in any way as of now.

Q8 Ease of Reciprocal Registration?
Ans NRTS will ease the Reciprocal Registration. Candidates who have NUID can only take the
advantage. Candidate shall apply online to the SNRCs where they have to get NOC.
Concerned SNRCs shall issues NOC online to the Registrar of SNRCs where the candidate
interested to Register will be registered with the biometric verification. The whole process
shall take one week if all the concerned take action in timely manner.

